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Situation in Forth Valley 
 
FV Sexual Health Blood Borne Virus MCN and Forth Valley ADP have worked closely in 
partnership since the role-out of the Hepatitis C Action Plan in 2009. We have jointly 
addressed the actions within the SHBBV Framework and have taken an integrated 
approach to the delivery of Hepatitis Treatment by linking substance misuse services to 
treatment services.  This approach is underpinned with multidisciplinary meetings and joint 
clinics which are held in community settings, to ensure that clients affected by substance 
misuse are assessed and treated for Hepatitis C and supported holistically through 
diagnosis, assessment and treatment. 
 
Since January 2018, a streamlined pathway has been in place which has led to increased 
performance from FV treatment services,  meeting the target of initiating at least 10 
patients per month, it is hoped that this will assist us in matching or exceeding our target of 
120 treatment initiations in year 2018-19. 
 
As Scotland moves towards an elimination Strategy for Hepatitis C, the awareness raising, 
testing and diagnostic components of the patient pathway have to undergo similar 
significant transformation.  The pathways will have to become increasingly community 
facing and be shared and owned by the BBVMCN Treatment Services and the ADP 
Services  within both statutory and third sector.   
 
In order that we continue to meet and exceed the minimum treatment targets set by 
Scottish Government, we require to invest in staff development and service redesign, in 
order that we are find the 45 % of hepatitis C patients who remain, as yet, undiagnosed. 
We are acutely aware of those who have been previously diagnosed and have not 
engaged with treatment services, we must seek innovative solutions to re engage them.  
 
We are at the start of a service  redesign process, revamping of the testing / diagnosis and 
referral   patient journey. The result will be a seamless transition for the patient, delivered 
within a cost effective treatment model. It is envisaged that this will require additional 
investment.  
   
 
  



In response to the specific questions posed by the Petitions Committee. 
 
1/ In relation to the minimum treatment targets set by SG, what progress is being 
made to achieving these targets in your area. 
 
As outlined above, FV has redesigned and streamlined the treatment pathways to increase 
the capacity and flow.  A robust and well managed pathway is in place with with clear 
governance arrangements, both financial and clinical. Multidisciplinary team involvement 
will be key to its success.  
 
2/ Funding available for treatment is fully utilised for that purpose or whether funds 
are being reallocated to supporting other services if minimum treatment targets are 
met. 
 
Each NHS Board should have a fixed drug budget available for hepatitis C treatment, 
which should be managed and maximised for the delivery of strategic MCN Outcomes.   
 
3/   whether there is a link between a reduction in the costs of available treatments 
and an increase in the number of people receiving treatment. 
 
An agreement regarding a fixed total spend for drug treatment for Hepatitis C should be 
proposed to each health board. 
 
4/ What are the current waiting times between people being diagnosed with hepatitis 
C and commencing treatment. 
 
Our plan is to integrate the BBV Pathway Management and Treatment Facilitator into the   
Addiction Services; this will aid engagement and reduce waste, which in turn will improve 
access performance.    
 
It is clear that those with significant medical co-morbidities or potential life-threatening drug 
interactions wait longer to ensure their health is assessed appropriately by Consultant 
Hepatologists, These more complex patients will also be supported throughout by the 
Pathway Management and Treatment Facilitator, and this will also improve access 
performance. 
 


